MEDIA RELEASE
THRIVING BEGINNINGS FOR COLOR ATLAS BY ARCHROMA WITH 5 STRATEGIC
PARTNERSHIPS WITH TREND EXPERTS, FORECASTERS AND INFLUENCERS
Reinach, Switzerland, 6 December 2017 - Archroma, a global leader in color and
specialty chemicals known for pioneering custom color engineering in textile and fashion,
celebrates thriving beginnings for its Color Atlas color library system.
In the less than 2 years since the launch of its Color Atlas, Archroma has formed several
strategic partnerships with some of the best known international trend forecasters,
influencers and educators in today’s fashion and home décor space. Formed to leverage
the strengths of color creativity, the company’s corporate partners include Design
Seeds, Worth Global Style Network (WGSN), Fashion Snoops, MintModa, and the
world renowned Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT). Each is now featuring Archroma
palettes in their trend forecasts and educational curriculum.
Archroma products are utilized for pretreatment, dyeing, printing and finishing of textiles,
®
while the Color Atlas by Archroma is a leading color reference for design professionals,
boasting over 4,000 colors. MintModa, WGSN, Fashion Snoops and Design Seeds offer
the latest information on color trends, consumer behavior and commercial reporting to
creative industries, such as fashion, design, marketing and retail. Featuring specific colors
and hues is vital to their design-based forecasts.
“Color is at the forefront of any creative design project” said Brad McClanahan, Global
Head of Service Businesses for Archroma’s Brand and Performance Textile Specialties
business. “A strategic selection of color palettes is vital to show what is trending in the
design world, and the precise nature of these organizations effortlessly align with our color
selection and communication technologies.”
“Our relationship with each of these organizations is an important part of our mission to
support the entire textile and apparel supply chain.” added Chris Hipps, Global Director for
Archroma Color Management. “Archroma’s technologies help connect the dots between a
designer’s inspiration for their color palettes to the point where they’re communicating that
color to production factories all over the world.”
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The Archroma Color Center at the Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT), featuring the
®
Color Atlas by Archroma . (Photo: Archroma)

®

Color Atlas by Archroma , a library of 4,320 color swatches, in six volumes.
(Photo: Archroma)
®
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About Archroma
Archroma is a global color and specialty chemicals company headquartered in Reinach
near Basel, Switzerland. It operates with 3,000 employees over 35 countries and with 24
production sites. Its three businesses – Brand & Performance Textile Specialties,
Packaging & Paper Specialties, and Coatings, Adhesives & Sealants – deliver specialized
performance and color solutions to meet customers’ needs in their local markets, touching
and coloring people’s lives every day, everywhere.
Archroma is passionate about delivering leading and innovative solutions, enhancing
people’s lives and respecting the planet. The company is committed to challenging the
status quo in the deep belief that it can make its industry sustainable; an approach
reflected in its innovations, world-class quality standards, high service levels and costefficiency. Products enhanced, colors enhanced, performance enhanced – “Life
enhanced”.
www.archroma.com

About Archroma Color Management
Archroma Color Management provides innovative solutions to manage color standards and
palettes along the whole textile chain for retailers, brands, vendors, and textile mills.
Archroma offers the required tools—through web-based software and customized
services—for color searching, color matching, color standards, and the communication of
seasonal color palettes. Archroma’s goal is to help its customers achieve accurate color
and accelerate their time to market with our tools, services, and support systems.
www.colormanagement.archroma.com.

This press release and relevant photography can be downloaded
from www.PressReleaseFinder.com.
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